Healthcare EXECUTIVE
Aiding smart business decisions
FIRST LEARN THE RULES

THEN BREAK THEM
SEEK CHANGE

Healthcare Executive is India’s fastest growing online Healthcare business magazines with 35,000 registered subscribers and over 2,00,000 impressions monthly.

This is just the tip of the iceberg.
BE PART OF THE DIALOGUE

We pride ourselves in engaging, interacting, learning and conversing with entrepreneurs from the past, the present and of the future.

Bridging the gap between the mavericks of today's Healthcare and our readers.
LEADERS

VISIONARIES

GAME CHANGERS
With creativity at our core we strive to make the world a better place through the art of story-telling.

Our articles are ground-breaking, thought-provoking and are meant to enthuse and inspire our readers.
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JANUARY
Unsung Heroes of Healthcare

FEBRUARY
5th Anniversary Special
30 under 30

MARCH
Demonetization and Healthcare: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly

APRIL
India's Migrant Healthcare Crisis

MAY
Mental Health and Invisible Illnesses
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Kerosene Digital

MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES

SIEMENS Healthineers
We provide platforms for organizations and companies to generate awareness and keen action among our readers.

Our display studio ensures key positioning of articles and brand content, because placement is everything.
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GE Healthcare Institute  
Improving healthcare outcomes through lifecycle training.  
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Last week’s chemical attack in Syria has moved humanitarian and health emergency to the centre of global crisis. Since last year, the changed political and economic environment has given rise to a new mix of health challenges and healthcare workers are pivotal to avoiding further crisis.
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A nurse on board of MSF’s search and rescue vessel, Dignity 1, shares her interaction with a patient whose story still haunts her.
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How India’s Policy on Migrant Healthcare affected my Cook  
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We recognize those who push the envelope of healthcare innovation, technology and media.

Enabling a platform for them to reach out to our community and reinforcing our impact to the future generations.
CEO Roundtable for GE Healthcare

Multi-city Tour For Tyco Fire and Security

Conferences at Hospital Infrastructure India

Knowledge Series For Tier Two Cities in India
Workshops on Communication, Design thinking, Entrepreneurship

Certificate Workshop On Hospital Planning, Management and Administration

Thought Leadership Summit televised on NDTV

Golf Tournament For Healthcare CEO’s
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